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#UnAwards18 ENTRY // NOMINATION FORM

Please complete this entry form and email it to admin@comms2point0unawards.co.uk 
by 25 October 2018 (midnight)

You are able to send one piece of supporting information to help with your entry (but 
please only send one as our judges will not be able to look at any more than this) 

Thanks.

your name
James Hodgson, Assistant Head of Communications, 
Aneurin Bevan University Health Board

your email address
James.hodgson@wales.nhs.uk

your organisational @twitter
@AneurinBevanHealthBoard

your personal @twitter [optional]
@HodgoJames

category entered
Best Comms/Digital Team

name of organisation/team/individual 
being entered/nominated

Aneurin Bevan University Health Board 
Communications Team

name of entry
Outstanding #NHS70 Celebrations

date project delivered [to / from]
2018

campaign/project budget
None. The Team has no annual comms budget apart 
from staff (1 Head of Comms, 1 Assistant Head of 
Comms, 2 Comms Officers, 2 Support Officers)

brief description of objectives
As a Health Board we wanted to properly mark the 70th 
birthday of the NHS (#NHS70) and because of our 
organisational name - and as the birthplace of the NHS - we 
became the centre for the NHS Wales commemorations. The 
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Comms Team certainly stepped up to this challenge with their 
usual enthusiasm, focus and innovative ideas.

brief outline of strategy/plan
The Team planned and co-ordinated a whole organisational 
programme, engaging actively with staff and partners.

The team came up with a creative and innovative plan, which 
involved developing a unique NHS70 brand for the Health 
Board, encouraging others to organise fun and celebratory 
events, and using creative digital content to get people 
involved.

what did you deliver and how did you 
measure it?

The Comms Team were instrumental in organising the 
superb NHS70 Garden Party at Ysbyty Aneurin Bevan (in 
Ebbw Vale, near Tredegar) and the visit of HRH The Prince 
of Wales on July 5th 2018.  

They worked with BAFTA-winning producers and the BBC to 
film ‘To Provide All People’ at Nevill Hall Hospital, a ‘Wales 
Investigates’ programme in Tredegar, and the 
groundbreaking feature ‘Critical: Inside Intensive Care’ at the 
Royal Gwent Hospital. The team also co-ordinated staff 
participation in a BBC ‘lip synching’ video ‘Hold my Hand’. 
The team worked with the local newspaper The South Wales 
Argus to produce a NHS70 supplement which reflected on 
past times but also contained news and features around how 
the Health Board is modernising its services through its 
‘Clinical Futures’ programme of change.

Conferences and events organised by the Health Board were 
supported with NHS70 materials and presentations to give 
these events a celebratory feel.

Our social media channels played a key role in the Health 
Board’s NHS70 celebrations, with many old photos and 
stories being shared alongside 21st Century healthcare 
developments being delivered by the Health Board to show 
advances being made. Staff members and the public 
interacted with this content and got on board with the Health 
Board’s celebrations.

Since the beginning of the NHS70 campaign, the Health 
Board’s Facebook page gained an extra 2,500 followers, 
bringing the total number of followers to more than 15,000. 
The Twitter account gained 650 new followers during the 
same period and the total now stands at nearly 10,000. A 
new corporate Instagram account launched in January 2018 
to help launch the #NHS70 campaign has already amassed 
more than 1,700 followers.

what were the outcomes/benefits?
The above examples are a small taster of the team’s NHS70 
activities, which received much acclaim nationally and 
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brought widespread positive feedback via social media. The 
Communications Team is a true example of an effective team 
and they demonstrate all the characteristics you would want 
in a team that is truly outstanding!

The work of the Comms Team raised the profile and the 
reputation of the Health Board, while internally the morale of 
staff was boosted by the acclaim that the comms work 
attracted.

tell us why you should win 
[in no more than 100 words]

The Comms Team is one of the smallest in a Health Board of 
14,000 staff, but a team that certainly makes one of the 
biggest positive impacts across our organisation. 

The team’s expertise and commitment were clearly 
demonstrated by the development and delivery of the 
excellent NHS70 celebrations this year. Planned over many 
months in early 2018, this work was carried out in addition to 
maintaining their high standards in day-to-day 
communications without any additional help or support.

Each member of the team strives to be omnicompetent and 
particularly during the last year the team has used a variety of 
skills to produce high quality internal and external 
communications content.
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Supporting information (some of our photos/social media posts from the period):

 


